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Get In Touch

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by
our community of over 750 retreat leaders.
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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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SOUTH AFRICA

SATORI FARM LODGE

Satori Farm Lodge
10 PEOPLE

RETREAT
CENTER

KWAZULU-NATAL,SOUTH AFRICA

DUR

LEARN MORE

Satori is in Dargle in the KZN Midlands at the
very tip of the Southern Drakensberg. The lodge
looks over stunning uninterrupted views of
Inhlasane Mountain, has a beautiful indigenous

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

SOUTH AFRICA
Discover leading retreats,

forest and the walks and hikes to the mountain
and river are unsurpassed. Small wildlife and an
abundance of birdlife can be seen. Comfortable
accommodation is self-catering for up to 8
guests sharing. The lodge is pet-friendly. Braai
facilities are available.

stunning venues and
welcoming hosts
around the world
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WHALE HUYS LUXURY OCEAN VILLA

WHALE HUYS LUXURY OCEAN VILLA

Whale Huys Luxury Ocean Villa
WESTERN CAPE,
SOUTH AFRICA
CPT

7 ROOMS

14 PEOPLE

VILLA

Perched on the ocean’s edge in De Kelders, Whale Huys is a beautiful villa with
unobstructed sea views from all living areas, dining areas and bedrooms. Enjoy the
salt-water plunge pool, outdoor braai, fitness room, and fully-equipped gourmet
kitchen, Whale Huys is perfect for large families or groups seeking luxurious,
peaceful accommodation nestled in nature. Catering and activities on request.
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ACTIVITIES
•

Beach

•

Biking

•

Cooking Class

•

•

LEARN MORE

Horse Back

Boarding

Watching

Riding

•

Painting

•

Scuba Diving

•

Kite Boarding

•

Photography

•

Surfing

Exploration

•

Meditation

•

Running/

•

Swimming

•

Gardening

•

Mountain

Jogging

•

Volunteering

•

Golf

•

Hiking

•

Biking

•

Cave Tours

•

Walking Tour

Paddle

•

Whale

•

Yoga
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Antrim Villa
24 PEOPLE

award

16 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CPT
Multi

Khula Dharma Natural Farm and Holistic Retreat

winning,

exclusively

JNB

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

intimate

Khula Dharma is an off-the-grid community

boutique designer guesthouse and luxury

that encourages a lifestyle centered around

Fairtrade retreat. An ethical and responsible

living in harmony with one another and nature.

Tourism offering like no other.

Our retreat space is equipped with a number
of traditional thatched accommodation huts, a
beautiful functions hall and a few other facilities
which allow us to host a variety of events
centered around holistic healing and learning.
VILLA

We also have a dam and 180 ha waiting to be

ECO VILLAGE

explored.
CAPE TOWN,SOUTH AFRICA

Surf Lodge South Africa
22 PEOPLE

PLZ

EASTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

Sea Haven Bakoven
8 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CPT

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Welcome to Surf Lodge South Africa. The

Sea Haven is a beachfront Villa in the prestigious

chilliest surf camp in Jeffreys Bay. Boasting

area of Bakoven, bordering on the well-known

a comfortable, luxurious lodge, Surf Lodge

tourist attraction of Camps Bay. It is a footpath

is the place to learn to surf in Jeffreys Bay.

away from two of the city’s best Secret Beaches,

Set on a private-like beach, our stylish surf

with all amenities one could possibly need. It’s

accommodation in JBay is equipped with

location is central to any tourist attraction even

breath-taking sea views and everything you

the most jaded traveller could dream of. Not to
mention the daily front row seats to the sunset

need for the holiday of a lifetime. Get ready to
kick off your shoes, get in the water and soak in

LODGE

over the Atlantic Ocean.

VILLA

the African sun. This surf camp in Jeffreys bay
will make all your surf dreams come true.
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EASTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA
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Thirsty Falls Guest Farm
20 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

10 PEOPLE

FEATURES

12 ROOMS

tranquility in comfortable, self catering

it is a truly romantic setting surrounded

accommodation, in the beautiful surrounds

by Drakensberg mountains and valleys.

of nature in the Magaliesberg mountain.

Excellent service supports the superb

Each unit has a full bathroom per room,

cuisine and is sure to turn any day into a

fireplace in the living area, with BBQ facility

fairytale experience. Great care has been

on the balcony.Country lifestyle living, fresh

taken to create unique and inspiring luxury

mountain air, open spaces and abundant

accommodation, where you can sink into

birdlife, allows your freedom to BE. There

total comfort of meticulously designed

a Lapa ,open pit Fireplace, Labyrinth and
nature walks to enjoy.

GAUTENG,SOUTH AFRICA
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RETREAT CENTER
KWAZULU NATAL,SOUTH AFRICA

rooms defined by nature’s colours and
natural materials.

Leopard Mountain Safari Lodge
16 PEOPLE

FEATURES

8 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LHA

SPA

LEARN MORE

DUN

Qambathi has a magical atmosphere and

Cradle Health Spa
24 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Thirsty Falls Guest Farm offers privacy and

is an eco natural water swimming pool ,

GAUTENG,SOUTH AFRICA

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

JNB

FARM

Qambathi Mountain Lodge

LEARN MORE

DUR

Nestled in the Foothills of the Magaliesberg

5 Star Multi Award winning, Big 5, Family

Mountains,

picturesque

Run Safari Lodge located in the secluded

Hartbeespoort area lies the tranquil Cradle

hills of the 58 000 acre Manyoni Private

Health Spa. Equipped with single & double

Game Reserve. Well appointed stone

Spa Treatment rooms, beautiful gardens,

and

hydro spa facilities, a big Conference room,

views, peace and tranquility.

a restaurant to cater for your needs and 12

your hammock or private plunge pool.

luxury accommodation rooms. Visit us to

Dine under the stars with tantalising

in

the

recharge and revitalize your soul.

SAFARI LODGE
KWAZULU-NATAL,SOUTH AFRICA

thatch

ssuites

offer

spectacular
Relax in

cuisine prepared by our sought after chef,
complimented with wine from our unique
multi-award winning cellar.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Ukuthula Lodge
25 PEOPLE

DUR

Pumula Retreat
16 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

DUR

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

We focus on the basics, being outdoors and

Pumula Retreat is situated on the subtropical

active in nature. A simplistic getaway and breath

East Coast of South Africa. The conscious living

of fresh air.

center nestled in the lush jungle of Kwazulu
Natal boasts breath-taking sea views, has direct
access to the forest and is only 1km away from
the beach. Pumula Retreat features a beautiful
spacious house with a cottage and a flat, a large
glassed forest yoga studio, 5 acres of jungle
FARM

with more than 30 avocado trees, a swimming

RETREAT CENTER

pool and lots of wildlife. The South Coast boasts
KWAZULU-NATAL,SOUTH AFRICA

Dharmagiri Sacred Mountain Retreat
18 PEOPLE

Cavern Drakensberg Resort & Spa
110 PEOPLE

DUR

LEARN MORE

KWAZULU-NATAL,SOUTH AFRICA

sunny weather all year around.

DUR

55 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Welcome to Dharmagiri, a Buddhist inspired
hermitage nestled in the dramatic Southern

The Cavern Resort & Spa is nestled in the

Drakensberg (uKhahlamba in Zulu) on the border

mountains beneath the rugged sandstone cliff-

of South Africa and Lesotho. Dharmagiri’s retreat

line of the Drakensberg, South Africa. This is

schedule supports awakening, contemplative

the great outdoors. It is a valley of captivating

life and wellbeing of body, heart, and soul. It

beauty and a site of conservation significance.

also provides support for self retreatants and

The Cavern welcomes and nurtures families, it

meditation practitioners and serves wholesome

can be a quiet retreat for couples or an energetic

vegan, indigenous food. Dharmagiri is simple but
comfortable, offering a rare opportunity to touch
into deep silence, peace, and sense of coming
home within the ancient, timeless presence of
its mountain landscape.
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getaway for those seeking time in the hills.
RETREAT CENTER
KWAZULU-NATAL,SOUTH AFRICA

RESORT
KWAZULU-NATAL,SOUTH AFRICA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Leshiba
18 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

Molapo Safari
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES
PTG

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Molapo is ideally suited for luxury family
holidays, that special reunion of friends, high-

on top of a mountain range in one of South

level executive breakaways, team building

Africa’s unique nature reserves. Share your

or yoga and culinary retreats. Explore the

space with curious zebra, giraffe and other

exquisite tastes of Africa provided by our own

wildlife. Explore the wilderness within

dedicated Chef; experience the exclusivity and

and without. This family-run retreat offers

serenity of the Waterberg Bushveld’s pristine

luxury touches with warm hospitality. A

and unspoiled vistas; watch game from

uniquely African experience ideal for bush-

LIMPOPO,SOUTH AFRICA

to nature, yourself and each other. Malaria
Free. Fair Trade.”

6 ROOMS

for all ages – explore bushman paintings,

CHALETS

swim, walk, run or cycle in undisturbed
LIMPOPO,SOUTH AFRICA

nature;

or…

just

relax

and

recharge.

The choice is yours.

Misava Safari Camp
12 PEOPLE

the heated swimming pool; enjoy activities

bathing, writing, yoga, meditation, family,
immersive journeys and more. Reconnect

LEARN MORE

JNB

“An African retreat set in a beautiful valley

ECO LODGE AND
GAME AND NATURE RESERVE

FEATURES

Jabulani
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES
HDS

9 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

HDS

Klaserie Drift Safari Camps feature the big

“Jabulani’s six suites and exclusive Zindoga

five, incredibly diverse landscapes and

Villa ensure a highly refined, personalised

beautiful, five-star accommodation with

and intimate stay in a Big Five private

all modern amenities.

game reserve in the Greater Kruger Park.
A soulful safari experience where you
can

explore

elephant

conservation,

witness Africa’s wildlife, and wine, dine
and reconnect with nature, and most
SAFARI LODGE
LIMPOPO,SOUTH AFRICA
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HOTEL

importantly, yourself.”

LIMPOPO,SOUTH AFRICA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Katrinasrust Country Estate
24 PEOPLE

JHB

515 on Warthog by the River
8 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

3 ROOMS

MQP

LEARN MORE

Katrinasrust Country Estate is the oldest

Set in the tranquillity of the bushveld of Marloth

working Trout farm in South Africa. The propery

Park, 15km from the Crocodile Bridge Gate of

is quiet, peaceful and a rejuvinating place to be.

Kruger National Park.

There is a huge diversity of fauna an flora, great

double-story

variance in the ladscape and plenty of space

tastefully equipped with 3 bedrooms (2 double

to get outdoors and explore. Whether it be on

and 2 queen beds) and 2 bathrooms. Two decks

the mountain, along the river, in the forest or in

offer tree top views, with a Jacuzzi and gas braai

one of the beautiful private gardens there is no

on the lower deck. The boma next to the splash

shortage of space for private or group activities.

FARM

Fully air-conditioned

self-catering

guest

house

pool offers a superb bush braai. Free roaming

GUEST HOUSE

animals
MPUMALANGA,SOUTH AFRICA

Tomjachu Bush Retreat
10 PEOPLE

MPQ

MPUMALANGA,SOUTH AFRICA

Olivia Villa
12 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CPT

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Once a family home, Valbonne Villa at Tomjachu

The perfect spot for an incredible holiday,

Bush Retreat is now an award-winning, owner-

this contemporary and spacious villa, with

run retreat, situated within its own private nature

a spectacular ocean view, has 6 en suite

reserve, 15km outside Nelspruit. The perfect

bedrooms, a gourmet kitchen complete with

destination for anyone looking to unwind in

a walk in fridge, double gas hobs and double

unspoilt nature, with plenty of activities on offer

electric ovens. It also comes fitted with a top of

to those looking for a touch of adventure.

the range gas barbecue and Italian pizza oven.
The entertainment area has a full surround
VILLA

sound system, satellite televisions, a covered

VILLA

patio and a heated indoor swimming pool.
MPUMALANGA,SOUTH AFRICA
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WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA
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Aquatic Villa
10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Labotessa Boutique Hotel

Nestled in the vibrant city centre of Cape

mountain views and is located within 10

Town, surrounded by the cobbled historical

minutes walk to the beach and restaurants.

area

It has two full modern kitchens, two pools,

immerses itself in the elements of the area.

two lounges/dining and multiple furnished

The small, yet significant area of Church

balconies, patios and terraces. A 90 square

Square lies on the corner of Parliament

meter main terrace is ideal for group yoga,

and Spin streets – just south-west of St

fitness or meditation. A sea view lift to

George’s Cathedral, Houses of Parliament,

all levels is convenient for luggage and

Slave Lodge and the Company Gardens –

available.

6 ROOMS
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Church

Square,

LABOTESSA

surrounded by an array of architecturally
impressive buildings.

12 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

CPT

“A family run farm situated on the

An exquisite, Cape country manor house,

slopes

Mountains

LA RIVE Villa boasts a prime location set

Africa.

in sprawling gardens in Franschhoek.

The lodge and farmhouse is tucked into

Accommodating up to 12 guests, offering

the mountain between a natural stream

luxury, privacy and elegant design with six

and the Spruit River. Hiking, cycling and

en-suite bedrooms include a magnificent

walking trails into the mountains on our

master suite. Designed and decorated

doorstep. We have our own olive grove

with the finest finishes and top quality

in

WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

of

La Rive

FEATURES
CPT

RETREAT CENTER

HOTEL
WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

The Little Farm On A Stream
12 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

CPT

The villa has spectacular beach, sea and

disabled access. In-room spa treatments

WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

CPT

VILLA

7 ROOMS

14 PEOPLE

FEATURES

of

the

Wellington,

Hawequa
South

with over 2500 trees and a large Buchu
plantation. A place to enjoy our fynbos and
proteas which occur in this area.”

VILLA
WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

furniture, the stylish open-plan living areas
lead to a central courtyard, deep verandas
and swimming pool.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Kunjani Villas
10 PEOPLE

VILLA

WESTERN CAPE,
SOUTH AFRICA

6 ROOMS

The Boathouse Beach Villa - Icon Villas
50 PEOPLE

CPT

40 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Everything you want a beach house to be:
CPT

LEARN MORE

thoughtfully designed for sheltered al fresco
seaside living. Barefoot chic and put-thosefeet-up comfortable. And most importantly –

We have 4 x villas sleeping either 2 or 4 people.
Set in the vineyards in very quiet space. We
have a restaurant on the farm.
outside Stellenbosch.

15 minutes

offering direct access through a wild milkwood
forest to pristine sands and ocean. Located on
the best part of the 18km-long Grotto beach,
The Boathouse truly is the perfect pad to chill
VILLA

out, reboot and reconnect.

WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

The Residence @ Vrede & Lust
12 PEOPLE

CPT

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Residence @ Vrede & Lust is an iconic
6 bedroom, all en-suite villa in the majestic
Franschhoek Wine Valley, on the 330 year old
Vrede & Lust Wine Estate. Multiple contemporary
indoor and outdoor entertainment areas. The
bedrooms combine stunning architecture with
with modern furnishings and amenities.
VILLA
WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA
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Guinevere Guest Farm
18 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

Porcupine Hills Guest Farm
36 PEOPLE

FEATURES

18 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

CPT

Porcupine Hills Guest and Olive Farm, just 1,5
hours outside of Cape Town, is located in the

spacious farmhouse located in the historic

Overberg along the beautiful Van der Stel

Land van Waveren valley in Tulbagh,

Pass. The farm is a designated private nature

Western Cape. It is an ideal venue to host

reserve and conservation area and it’s valleys

private yoga, wellness, and holistic retreats
workshops.

The

bedrooms

and hills provide guests with the opportunity

are

to explore diverse flora and fauna during their

spacious and furnished with an eclectic

stay. We have wonderful group spaces and

mix of modern and antique furniture and

accommodation as well as private cottages,

original art and are located on the 2nd and
VILLA

1st level. The spacious farmhouse is a great

WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

place to accommodate large groups all
under one roof.

5 ROOMS

yurts and camping. The Verreaux Trail offers

FARM

a 7km hike past the cliff face that is home to
WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA

a breeding pair of Verreaux eagles and the
views from the top of the hills is endless.

Pachamama Forest Sanctuary
6 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

CPT

Guinevere Guest Farm is a beautiful and

and

FEATURES

Moondance Villa & Suites
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES

4 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

PBZ

LEARN MORE

CPT

Nestled on the edge of the Knysna

The

indigenous forest, Pachamama is a space

combination

for conscious spiritual, mental and physical

design

self-exploration

unique

and

self-healing.

Our

hallmark
and

of

Moondance
of

luxury

location,

is

the

award-winning
in
set

an

incredibly
apart

by

retreat provides a peaceful environment

an unprecedented level of private space,

where you can reconnect with nature, and

crafted artisanship, personalised service,

dive deep into yourself and your personal

and bespoke experiences.

practices. We offer a range of self-healing
RETREAT CENTER
WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA
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modalities that support you during your
time with us. These include Daily Yoga
and Meditation, Dietary Healing, Visions
Quests, Sweat lodges, and Sound Journeys.

VILLA
WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com

© RETREATSANDVENUES
A ThriveNetwork Company
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